The Coalition is justified
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Opinion

The Student has not taken over

The Shanties detract from the apartheid issue

Feedback

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

Now you can have two of the most recognized and accepted credit cards in the world—VISA and MasterCard—on your new, free Card! EASY APPROVAL—EVERYBODY APPROVED or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE! VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards you need to join in today. Get your VISA® and MasterCard® today and be set for—ID-DOES—DEPARTMENT STORES—TUNION—ENTERTAINMENT—EMERGENCY USE—DIOOE RETURNED GIFT TIPS—HOTELS—MOTELS—CARS—CAR RENTALS—REPAIRS TO HURTING MINDS! This is the credit card information kit students have been reading about in publications from coast to coast. Now is the time! SPECIAL STUDENT APPLICATIONS for MasterCard® and Visa® as well as other national charge cards. Approval absolutely guaranteed so join or leave whenever they wish. No one is required to attend every meeting, but you must attend at least two to become an official member. Any member, if he or she chooses, can speak of their personal opinions of the apartheid issue, as I do now. Organizations and formal representatives are chosen by the Coalition, not self-appointed. As the same meeting, the Coalition voted for which demands we would support. After much deliberation, four were agreed upon. I assume that Mr. Lincoln was not present. The next day, at the Shantytown construction, a second meeting was held in favor of the demands. The original four were incorporated into three, of which the first two passed unanimously. As I recall, when the third was passed, some of the original members were against keeping it. They were allowed to argue their case, then a final and binding vote was taken. An overwhelming majority, approximately 76-0, voted to keep the last demand, and construction resumed. I assume this was when Mr. Lincoln decided to leave. I and many others felt in no way did The Student uphold our beliefs or decisions.

I applaud Mr. Lincoln for his stand on Shantytown and taking a stand against apartheid. He would have reconsidered his view of the Coalition's action if he had seen the truth about the issue. Next, the strategy has been disapproved by all the fallacies and rhetoric being thrown around. He did not support the efforts of the Coalition as well as the apartheid movement. The Student has attempted to lighten the mood of the situation. We decided to do something to lighten the mood associated with the shanties. The sign was intended to poke fun at the shanties. Judging from reactions around the Institute, we were successful. We hope that people will now get their minds off the shanties and back into the relevant issue: apartheid. Ed Love '86 Barry Bensberg '88

Shanties detract from the apartheid issue

To the Editor:

Shanties detract from the anti-apartheid movement. All people living in the shanties, then they may also turn against the movement. We decided to do something to lighten the mood associated with the shanties. The sign was intended to poke fun at the shanties. Judging from reactions around the Institute, we were successful. We hope that people will now get their minds off the shanties and back into the relevant issue: apartheid. Ed Love '86 Barry Bensberg '88

The Coalition is justified

By Melville C. G. I met with Walter A. Malchman, member of the ACM, and Ronald P. Studzinski (special assistant to the Corporation) to discuss details of such a forum. I proposed a panel, with members of the ACM and the Coalition, who would deliver short presentations and then receive questions and comments from the audience. I delivered a letter to Milne Feb. 4. On Feb. 24, the reply came from Sudulko in the form of the new guidelines which had just been received "with favor" by the Executive Committee. It was not until after the decisive is- sued had passed out of the hands of the ACM that they were willing to discuss an open forum. By then, there was no longer any point; another reason for our anger.

Besides investments and community participation, MIT has also neglected its social responsi-
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Gray '54 stated March 7, "The MIT Corporation isn't evil," but I didn't feel the MIT students have done their jobs or used their union. We support them.

The reasons for our anger are numerous and justified. Why should we not follow the interna-
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Gray '54 stated March 7, "The MIT Corporation isn't evil," but I didn't feel the MIT students have done their jobs or used their union. We support them.

The reasons for our anger are numerous and justified. Why should we not follow the interna-
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